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President’s Message

The past few months have seen us involved in a
vigorous campaign to support Cate Faehrmann’s
Rights of the Terminally Ill Bill. We were all deeply
disappointed at the failure of the Legislative Council
to pass the Bill on 23 May.
Although most of the ALP members and all the
Greens members supported the Bill, all the Liberal
and National Party members voted against it. This
was in spite of the fact that it was supposed to be a
conscience vote.
In spite of this disappointment, we are still
optimistic about the inevitability of legislative
reform. We have learned a lot from this campaign,
and these lessons will be put to good use for the
next campaign.
Comments from politicians, both publicly and
privately, showed that our rational arguments
against the factual errors and misinformation from
our opponents were necessary, but not sufficient.
In future, we need to focus more on educating
and sensitising politicians to the issue of voluntary
assisted dying. This will take time. Convincing
politicians to vote in favour of legalisation requires
us to focus on the processes leading up to the
parliamentary debate, as well as the policy itself.
For a future bill to succeed we will need to generate
cross-party interest and support. This will involve
helping parliamentarians who already support
legislative reform to bring together an informal
group of like-minded members of parliament. We
will be encouraging them to set up a Parliamentary
Committee that will produce a report, which can be
used to draft a new bill.
We also need to work on generating support from a
number of interested professional and community
groups, instead of relying mainly on widespread
public support to convince our politicians. At the
same time, we will continue to work on raising
public awareness of the issue by talking to
community groups and organising public events.
We are very encouraged by three major recent
developments.The first was the release in April
of the report by the independent thinktank,
Australia21. They reviewed all the evidence,

both in Australia and
overseas, and concluded that
appropriate safeguards can
be implemented to protect
vulnerable people and prevent
the abuse that opponents of
assisted dying have feared.
They urged Australian legislators
to act now to introduce law reform
for assisted dying. All Members
of the NSW Parliament were sent
a copy of the report.
The second major event was the
news in May that the legislature in
Vermont, a state of the USA, had
passed a law to allow terminally ill
patients seeking to end their own
lives to receive medical help to
die. This is a major step forward
for the global dying with dignity
movement.
And the third significant event
was in June, when the Quebec
Government introduced an
assisted dying law that will be
debated in September and is
expected to pass.More details
about these three developments
are in this newsletter.
Finally, but most importantly,
I want to thank our members
who generously donated funds
towards the campaign, and who
contacted state MPs to ask them
to support the Bill. I assure you
that we will go on to win on this
issue.
Best Wishes,

Richard Mills
DWDnsw President

Treasurer’s Message
I would like to thank our members
for their generous financial
support during the recent
campaign for The Rights of the
Terminally Ill Bill. We had to
spring into action quickly once
it was announced that Bill was
likely to be introduced to NSW
Parliament in early May.

DWDnsw New Members by Month
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Overall, DWDnsw received
$48,000 from our members for
our campaign fund. We spent
$46,000, which included the
cost of hiring political lobbyists,
media advisors, regional
travelling expenses and printing/
postage costs (for mail-outs to
members, flyers for events, letters
to politicians etc.). We hired a
part-time person to help us with
research and community liaison
work for six weeks, and Gabrielle
doubled her regular office work
hours to cover the additional
workload.
As a result of the many public
forums in 2013 and a very active
recruitment campaign, we have
had a substantial number of new
members, as you can see from
the graph above which tracks new
membership over the last 3 years.
Our membership has grown, in
spite of the fact that most of our
members living in the ACT have
left to join Dying with Dignity
ACT Incorporated (a branch of
DWDnsw until late 2012). In
addition, as many of our members
tend to be “older” (our largest
age bracket is 75 to 85 years),
there is a little natural attrition! We
currently have 1,720 members, of
whom 477 are Life Members.
Twenty-two members have
generously upgraded to Life
Membership during 2013. They
have made a one-off payment
of $500, which shows a great
commitment to DWDnsw and
means they do not have to worry
about further subscription fees.

Please consider upgrading the
status of your membership to Life
and encourage friends and family
to join DWDnsw.
In 2013, we have received
donations or new membership
fees from 35% of those who are
now members (which includes
those who joined DWDnsw in the
last few months).
Some of the larger donations
include: $2000 each from a
new Life Member at Lightning
Ridge and a long-standing Life
Member in Double Bay; $1000
each from Life Members in Berry,
Lane Cove, Spit Junction and
Blacktown; $500 each from Life
members in Strathfield, Armidale,
Thornleigh, Coledale, Narrabeen,
Mount Druitt, Woollahra, Surry
Hills, Paddington and Forresters
Beach and $500 from an annual
member in Milperra.
DWDnsw still needs to cover
our day-to-day operating
expenses, including rent, utilities,
insurance, part-time staff, website
maintenance, other computer
costs, printing and postage. We
also need to have funds ready to
mobilise for the next campaign,
which could be at any time.
Thank you for your continued
support,

Barry Hill
Treasurer DWDnsw
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The Rights of the
Terminally Ill Bill
On May 23, members of the NSW
Legislative Council voted against
the Rights of the Terminally Ill Bill
sponsored by Greens MP,Cate
Faehrmann. The final vote was
13 in favour, 23 opposed and four
abstentions.
During the debate there were
emotional scenes in Parliament,
with MPs presenting impassioned
arguments for and against the
proposed legislation.

Labor MP Penny Sharpe
(pictured above) was reduced
to tears: “To the many who have
shared your stories, I have not
forgotten, nor will I forget, the
pain and suffering you are going
through.”

Labor MP Helen Westwood
(pictured above) cried when
talking about the death of her
father. “We can’t run away
because issues are complex...
we are capable of actually
drafting and enacting bills into
laws that are complex,” she
implored. Ms Westwood’s
move to send the matter to a
parliamentary committee for
further investigation was also
voted down by the MLCs.

not a single Coalition member
voted in favour of the Bill. It was
hard to believe it was a
conscience vote. Clearly,
pressure was placed on some
members to not support my Bill”
she said.

Tamworth-based National MP,
Trevor Khan (pictured above),
spoke very emotionally about his
own father, who developed cancer
in his 80’s and subsequently had
a series of strokes that left him
unable to walk, incontinent and
mentally debilitated for threeand-a-half years, until his death.
Disappointingly, Mr Khan chose to
abstain rather than vote in favour
of the Bill.

Cate Faehrmann after the vote.

Following the defeat of Cate
Faehrmann’s Rights of the
Terminally Ill Bill in the NSW
Upper House, three members
of the NSW Lower House have
pledged to introduce a similar bill
into the Legislative Assembly.
Independent members Greg
Piper and Alex Greenwich,
together with Greens MP Jamie
Parker are planning to introduce
a bill some time later this year.

Deputy Leader of the Opposition
in the Legislative Council,
Adam Searle (pictured above)
said during the debate “ Where
change has occurred it has
occurred because people with
goodwill have worked across
parties and across communities,
often in a deliberative way, and
over time they have produced
a consensus. From what I
have sensed in this debate, the
ultimate outcome in this place
may be as much shaped by
process as by the content of the
bill itself. I believe that does a
disservice to the content of the bill
and the seriousness of the issues
that are contained within it.”
Cate Faehrmann MLC had spent
two-and-a-half years working
towards passing the legislation,
and was bitterly disappointed with
the vote. She felt particularly let
down by MPs who voted against
the Bill or abstained, purely for
political reasons. “Outrageously,
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A recent communication from
Alex Greenwich stated that he is
looking forward to working with
Dying with Dignity to run a strong
campaign, to give the bill the best
possible chance of succeeding.

Jamie Parker, Alex Greenwich,
Cate Faehrmann and Greg Piper

In the aftermath of
the NSW Parliamentary
debate we hope that
politicians of conscience
from all political parties will
start to work constructively
towards legislative reform on
this very important issue.

Marshall Perron
Supports The Bill

Marshall Perron, pictured above,
was a Country Liberal Party MP
in the Northern Territory (NT) from
1974 until 1995. As the NT Chief
minister he was the architect of
the NT Rights of the Terminally Ill
Act, which was passed in 1995.
On 16 May 2013 he wrote an online opinion piece in support of
the NSW Rights of the Terminally
Ill Bill. An extract follows:
Decriminalising an assisted
death would improve the
doctor-patient relationship
by allowing, for the first time,
an honest, frank discussion
between the two. The law
currently prohibits this. Any doctor
who discusses patient’s options
to take their own life currently
places themselves at risk of being
charged with assisting suicide.
A doctor can only try to talk a
patient out of suicide; they cannot
advise or help them to do the job
efficiently, peacefully and with
dignity.
Far from placing medical
personnel in a more difficult
situation, legislation recognising
the right of a person with terminal
illness to die is voluntary for
everyone, not just the patient.
Doctors, nurses, chemists all
have the option of not being
involved with a request for
assistance to die. Voluntary
euthanasia legislation does
not require anybody to do
anything. If you don’t agree
with it, conduct your life as if
the legislation did not exist.
Only personnel who are
willing participants need to be
involved.

Legislation would enable doctors
to follow their duty of care to
relieve the suffering of the most
unfortunate minority of people for
whom even the best of medical
care fails. The Australian Medical
Association and Palliative Care
Australia both acknowledge that
this minority exists.
It is often argued that legalisation
of voluntary euthanasia is
unnecessary. It is stated that, in
the presence of pain, additional
pain-alleviating morphine may
lead to death and such an
outcome is acceptable. In this
situation, high doses of morphine
are used to alleviate pain and
the side effects — breathing is
suppressed and death occurs as
an unintended side effect of the
treatment — the so-called “double
effect”. A key issue here is that
the legality of such treatment
relies entirely on what is in the
practitioner’s mind. Provided
the intention was to relieve
pain and not to cause death,
such management is not illegal,
but the intention can never be
ascertained without doubt.
Doctors may be vulnerable in
such situations to a witness
complaining the doctor acted
hastily or intended to hasten
death. Such a complaint could
have grave legal consequences
for the doctor.
A second, not infrequent issue is
that pain may not be a prominent
symptom, making death by
morphine legally unjustifiable. As
long as voluntary euthanasia
remains illegal, optimal care
is inevitably being denied to
some patients. These people
have unbearable pain, and may
suffer a tortuous existence as
a result of their poor physical
condition.
To read the full article see
www.newmatilda.com

Meet some of the
people affected by
the failure of the NSW
parliament
The introduction and subsequent
defeat of the Rights of The
Terminally Ill Bill generated lots of
media reports on assisted dying
in newspapers, radio, TV and online. The most compelling stories
were those of individuals who
were personally affected by the
failure of the Bill to pass.
Three individuals who spoke
publically about their personal
reasons for wanting a change
in the law were Paul Fletcher,
Loredana Alessio-Mulhall and
James McKay.

Paul Fletcher

Immediately after NSW Upper
House MPs voted down the
Rights of the Terminally Ill Bill a
disabled man in the public gallery
yelled “You people have no right!
You’re all gutless.”
The man was subsequently
identified as Paul Fletcher,
pictured above, who suffers a rare
genetic disorder characterised by
progressive loss of muscle and
sensation. This, combined with
diabetes, resulted in gangrene
and amputation of his legs last
year, with further amputations
needed in the future.
Paul Fletcher spoke to DWD
President Richard Mills, and 		
		(continued overleaf)
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granted interviews to radio
personality Steve Price. He said
that he saw Cate Faehrmann’s
Bill as his last chance to legally
end his life peacefully. If the
disease is allowed to take its
course he has an extremely
difficult road ahead.
Paul told reporters “This is
bigger than politics! Who gives
them the right to choose over
my life and what I do with it?”

Loredana
Alessio-Mulhall

Loredana Alessio-Mulhall has
been an active supporter of
DWDnsw campaign since she
spoke at our Public Forum in
March 2011. Since then she
has attended many Dying With
Dignity events, despite her
physical limitations. She has
also given a number of media
interviews about her predicament.
Loredana’s story was included in
Cate Faerhmann’s collection of
personal stories on dying, living
and the right to choose called
“My Right at The End of Life”.
Cate Faerhmann presented
Loredana’s story to the parliament
and and said that “Loredana is
begging all members today to
please support this Bill. Loredana
wants to die with dignity but she
needs assistance to do it.”
Loredana attended Parliament on
the three days in which the Rights
of The Terminally Ill Bill was
introduced and debated.

Cate Faehrmann and Loredana

Loredana is 63 and has had
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) for
37 years. MS results in the
progressive loss of motor and
sensory function in a haphazard
way over many years, resulting in
total loss of movement. Loredana
still has sensation in her body but
she cannot move.
Loredana often lies awake
for hours at night, her fingers
painfully clawing her skin. There
is no one with her at night, so
she must wait for the first carer’s
shift the next morning before her
fingers can be pulled away.
The MS is now destroying the
nerve endings to her eyes and
attacking her voice box. This
understandably terrifies her and
she knows that her final weeks,
months or years will be spent
completely cut off from the world,
unable to communicate or control
any movement.

Cate Faehrmann reminded
the parliament just before the
vote to “Remember Loredana
Alessio-Mulhall, who is in
the President’s Gallery today
with her daughter, Natasha,
and her carer, and who
faces a terrifying future. She
has spoken to a number of
members of Parliament about
it. She wishes to avoid that
future.”

James McKay

James McKay, pictured above,
met Cate Faehrmann at her DWD
Forum in Orange. James is one
of the people who desperately
wants to see compassionate law
reform for the terminally ill. He
has motor neurone disease, a
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condition that also took the life
of his father many years ago.
James is all too familiar with the
trajectory of the disease - over
time sufferers lose their ability to
walk, talk, swallow and control
their physical movements until the
disease eventually takes their life.
He is determined not to go down
that path.
James is now planning to pay
$20,000 to go to Dignitas in
Switzerland, in order to get
assistance to help him die. It is
not a trip he wants to make - it
will be a lonely death in a foreign
country, at a time when he feels
most vulnerable.
He would prefer to die peacefully
at home, at a time of his
choosing, close to his family and
friends, but the unwillingness of
NSW politicians to vote for law
reform has stifled his hopes for a
peaceful death at home.
James McKay provided support
to DWDnsw during the campaign
by agreeing to a number of radio
and newsprint interviews. He was
also a powerful presence in the
short video “Right To Choose”
which DWDnsw produced in early
May and distributed to all NSW
politicians.
James recently stated he would
be tempted to have a video shot
in Dignitas when he dies and to
have it sent to every NSW MP
who didn’t vote for the Faehrmann
Bill saying “this is what you put
me through”.

To see our DWDnsw
“Right To Choose” video
or Cate Faehrmann’s “My
Right at The End of Life”
photobook or for media
articles related to Paul
Fletcher, Loredana AlessioMulhall and James McKay
please see the “Personal
Stories” page of our website
www.dwdnsw.org.au .

Public Forums for
The Rights of the
Terminally Ill Bill
As part of her consultation
with community groups, Cate
Faehrmann MLC travelled
extensively around NSW in 2013,
holding 13 public forums in the
following places:
Illawarra (Wollongong) 6 Feb;
Cardiff (Newcastle) 11 Feb;
Coffs Harbour 12 Feb;
Ballina 13 Feb ;
Dee Why 9 April;
Parramatta 11 April;
Katoomba 15 April;
Orange 16 April;
Wagga Wagga 26 April;
Tweed Heads 5 May;
Paddington 13 May;
Mosman 20 May
Leichhardt 26 May.
These meetings provided an
excellent opportunity for Cate
to talk to members of the public
about their personal experiences,
and to hear their issues and
concerns. They also provided an
opportunity for people to learn
more about the “Rights of the
Terminally Ill” Bill.
Many of the meetings were also
addressed by key members of
DWDnsw, including President
Richard Mills, and Vice President
Sarah Edelman. Ian Wood,
Co-ordinator of “Christians
Supporting Choice for Voluntary
Euthanasia” addressed the
Wagga Wagga meeting.
In addition to public forums
organised by Cate Faehrmann
during 2013, members of DWD
addressed a number of other
community meetings on the issue
of voluntary assisted dying:
* 14 Feb: Epping National Seniors,
Evening Branch was addressed by
DWD President Richard Mills and
supporter, Gideon Cordover.
* 8 March: Sydney Older Women’s
Network International Women’s Day
Forum was addressed by DWD
committee member, Pauline Caust.

*12 March: Sydney Women’s
International Club coffee morning
was addressed by DWD Vice
President, Sarah Edelman.

Cate Faehrmann Next Step

* 21 March: U3A Western Region
was addressed by Richard Mills.
* 23 April: Wentworth Labor Party
Forum in Paddington – DWD
President Richard Mills participated
in a debate with Australian Christian
Lobby representative Lyle Shelton.
* 29 April: U3A Bathurst group was
addressed by Richard Mills.
* 12 June: Older Women’s Network
Blacktown was addressed by DWD
Vice President, Sarah Edelman.
* 14 June: Retired Teachers
Association of NSW Teachers
Federation addressed by DWD
President, Richard Mills.
* 27 June: Council of the Aged “Let’s
Talk about Dying” forum at NSW
Parliament house was addressed
by DWD Vice President, Sarah
Edelman.

DWD NSW is very grateful to
Cate Faehrmann for working
tirelessly over the last twoand-a-half years in support
of legalising assisted dying.
Amongst many other
things, Cate hosted three
large Parliamentary
forums and numerous
community consultation
meetings around NSW. She
developed visual media,
promoting the need for
legislative change, and
spoke out publically on a
number of occasions about
the plight of individuals who
are disadvantaged by the
current law. Ms Faehrmann
consulted widely, including
with a number of experts, in
the process of formulating
the Rights of the Terminally
Ill Bill, which she presented
to Parliament on 2 May.

Cate Faehrmann has done
more for the promotion
of assisted dying in NSW
than any other politician
to date.
We wish her well in her
future career.

On 18 June Cate Faehrmann
MLC gave her last speech in the
NSW Legislative Council, and
handed her resignation to the
Governor. She plans to run for a
position in the Federal Senate.
Cate Faehrmann has been
replaced in the NSW Legislative
Council by Dr Mehreen Faruqi.
The NSW Greens will continue to
support assisted dying as a policy
of their party.
Ms Faehrmann has made a
commitment to DWDnsw to
continue to advocate on assisted
dying and plans to promote this
issue at a federal level if she is
elected into the Senate.

Central Coast Branch
The past few months have been
extremely busy. In May we did
a mail-out by post and email to
all of our members, urging them
to write to the MLCs expressing
their support for the Bill. Several
of our members hand wrote to the
41 Members of Parliament. They
received just a few responses.
We believe, however, that it was
a useful exercise, particularly as
one MLC said in her reply that
she had changed her mind and
was now voting “FOR” the Bill.
MEETINGS:
* Our March meeting started on
a sad note when we reported the
death of two of our Committee Janet Razey and Peter Robins
(catering member and Treasurer)
		(continued overleaf)
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and we observed a few moments
silence in their memory. We now
desperately need volunteers to
help with the work.

Dr Romaine Rutnam (pictured
above at the DWDnsw 2012
Fundraising Dinner) gave a
brief report on her contribution
to the Australia21 discussion.
This was followed by a video of
a terminally ill South Australian
talking to Bob Such MP. Richard
Mills then spoke about the bill to
be introduced into the Tasmanian
Parliament later this year.
* Our next quarterly meeting was
held on Friday 21 June. We will
report on this meeting in the next
DWDnsw newsletter.
* Thanks to the efforts of Doris
Hart, our Deputy Chairman, the
Administration of Brentwood
Retirement Village has given
permission for us to hold a
meeting there on Wed 4 Sept
September, when Richard Mills
will be speaking on “the Rights of
the Terminally ill - the Australian
perspective”. This will be a
first and we hope to make it the
precursor of other such meetings
in many of the Central Coast
Retirement villages.
* Our quarterly meetings are held
on the third Friday of the month,
so the next one will be on Friday
20 September – at the usual time
of 10am and in the usual place
(Meeting Room No. 3, The Hive,
Erina Fair, opposite the Erina
Library Desk). Everyone is most
welcome to attend.

Joy Shannon
Secretary
CC Branch DWDnsw

Christians Supporting
Choice for Voluntary
Euthanasia (Ch4VE)
Recent activity has concentrated
on sending Group letters to
MLCs in NSW and MPs in the
Lower House of SA, and urging
members to send their own
individual messages.
We have many new members
and they are most welcome.
Membership is FREE. To join us
simply advise your name and
address by email to iagree@
christiansforve.org.au or write
to Ian Wood Villa 1 Hampton Mews,
4 Wills Place, Mittagong NSW 2575.

or see our website - www.
Christiansforve.org.au
In April I listened to Lyle Shelton,
Chief of Staff for the Australian
Christian Lobby (ACL), debate
with Richard Mills, DWDnsw
President, at The Wentworth
Labor Party Forum. A number
of times when presenting his
case against assisted dying,
Mr Shelton referred to palliative
sedation as being a suitable
response by Palliative Care
doctors when all other methods of
controlling the symptoms fail.
I asked Mr Shelton afterwards
whether he understood that
palliative or terminal sedation
means putting a person into
a coma until they starve to
death. He seemed unsure, and
it appeared that he had not
thought through the implications
or personally witnessed such
a death. I then pointed out that
if the dying patient requested,
“Rather than starve me to death
in a coma, with the trauma of
having my family watch this slow
death, please give me the next 10
days medication in a single dose”,
this would be illegal. He agreed.
I then asked why he believed it
was morally acceptable that the
slow death procedure should
be legal, but not a quick death?
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He spoke about the possible
disastrous effects on our society
if this was allowed to happen.
As a fellow Christian, I was not
convinced.
I have since posed this question
to Probus audiences at Wagga
and Berowra: “Imagine you were
dying, in a state like the one I
have just described, or screaming
in agony because prostate cancer
has spread to your bones.” “You
have two choices 1.Palliative or terminal sedation,
put into a coma and you die
slowly taking 10 days. Or
2.Take the same medication, but
in one dose, and you die within
minutes.”
Not one person in the audience
opted for the slow death, and
as far as I could see every hand
went straight up as preferring the
assisted death in that situation.
Mr Ian Wood
Co-founder Christians Supporting
Choice for Voluntary Euthanasia.

Other Australian
States & Territories
DWD ACT Inc.
Six years ago DWD ACT started
as a branch of the Voluntary
Euthanasia Society of NSW.
In late 2012 Dying with Dignity
ACT Inc (DWDACT) became a
separate company from DWDnsw.
The following report is from
President Jeanne Arthur:
Dying with Dignity ACT now
has 88 members who have
transferred to us from DWDnsw
because they live in Canberra
or its surrounds, and know that
we are working on their behalf
with the ACT legislature on ACT
legislation.

This year we have been taking
a human rights approach to the
issue of assisted dying and have
gained a commitment from the
Human Rights Commissioner in
the ACT to undertake an analysis
of the sections in the ACT Crimes
Act relating to suicide, which
prevents anyone from assisting
someone to die.
We have also been in discussion
with Mary Porter MLA who is
currently on a study tour of
European countries that allow
assisted dying in their legislation.
Mary may be discussing her
findings at an October COTA
forum at which I will be a speaker.
The great problem we have in
the ACT is that legislative change
on assisted dying depends on
the Federal Parliament repealing
the “97 Euthanasia Laws Act”
and the “Self Government Act”,
both of which contain provisions
preventing the ACT Legislative
Assembly from making laws on
this subject. We need all the
support we can get to influence
these politicians. So to those
NSW members who live in the
ACT who have not yet joined us,

Membership can be registered
via website at www.dwdact.
org.au/join-dwdact or cheques
can be mailed to PO Box
55 Waramanga ACT 2611.
Queries can be emailed to
secretary@dwdact.org.au.
DWD ACT is considering
compiling a book “101 Reasons
why Canberrans want Law
reform: An argument for Dying
with Dignity”. It would contain
personal stories and reasons for
changing the law. If you have
a story or ideas you would like
to share, this would be your
opportunity. It would also be a
fundraising opportunity for us.
At our next General meeting on
August 15 we will be discussing
and filling in our Advance Care
Directives with Joy Cocker from
Respecting Patient Choices.

Tasmania
Could Tasmania be the first
Australian State to legalise
assisted dying? The Tasmanian
Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill is
due to be introduced and debated
in the Tasmanian Parliament,
possibly this year. DWDTas
President, Margaret Sing,
believes there is reason to be
cautiously optimistic.

The premier, Lara Giddings
(pictured) has initiated a
consultation process, inviting
submissions from the public and
interested parties. This follows
the release in February 2013 of
a discussion paper, “Voluntary
Assisted Dying: A Proposal for
Tasmania”.
According to Ms Sing, there
have been over 900 submissions
on this discussion paper, with
many being very thoughtful.
Some responses indicate that
opponents have continued to use
misinformation in their arguments
against the legislation.
The submissions obtained during
the consultation process will be
carefully considered in the lead
up to the drafting of the Bill.

South Australia
Since 1995, thirteen different
voluntary assisted dying bills
have been presented to the SA
Parliament . In fact, an assisted
dying bill has been under debate
in S.A every year since 1995.
The current “Ending Life with
Dignity Bill 2013” has carefully
crafted safeguards, including
14 steps that must be followed

before a person can have their
request granted. The Bill,
presented by Independent MP
Bob Such, is awaiting a second
reading vote in the SA Legislative
Assembly. If it passes the Bill
will then be debated, clause by
clause, and then a vote called.
The South Australian Voluntary
Euthanasia Society (SAVES)
has been conducting a vigorous
campaign since February and
feel very encouraged by the
strong support in both urban and
regional areas.

Victoria
In April this year, The Age
newspaper ran a series of
articles, including a front page
story, describing the rational
suicide of Beverley Broadbent.

Beverley Broadbent at her home		
in Brighton, Victoria.

At 83, Beverley was suffering
from a number of health problems
including peripheral neuropathy,
arthritis, loss of mobility and falls,
ophthalmic migraines and chronic
pain. She had been an extremely
active and energetic person most
of her life, but now her health
was failing. While she was not
terminally ill, her quality of life was
poor, and signs of early dementia
were appearing.
In several interviews with Fairfax
Media, Beverley said that she
planned to take her own life so
that she could have a peaceful,
dignified death. She did not want
her health to deteriorate to the
point where she had dementia or
		(continued overleaf)
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(continued from page 9)

found herself in a nursing home
with no way out. Her fear of
deteriorating to the point where
she would be unable to end her
life made her want to go sooner
rather than later.
Ms Broadbent believed that
elderly people of sound mind
should be able to choose how and
when they go, whether or not they
were terminally ill. She decided to
speak publicly about her decision
to end her life in order to provoke
community discussion on this
issue. Following publication of
her story in April, The Age was
inundated with letters and online
comments, and the newspaper
wrote an editorial on the matter.

Two things I do know for certain
is that almost everybody wants to
make their own choice, and that
the ability to make that choice,
to have control, has a profound
palliative value. It eliminates
the deep, crushing, hidden
psychological and existential
suffering that accompanies all
journeys to the end”.
Dr Syme also highlighted the
contrast between the human
desire for autonomy and current
Victorian [and Australian] laws:
“Autonomy is now the
predominant ethic in Western
civilisation and philosophy, but
unfortunately it is denied full
expression in Victoria at the end
of life. Our law mandates that we
must go on to the bitter end, to a
“natural death”, not hastened by
medical assistance. Of course,
we can refuse medical treatment,
but this option does not always
exist, and the path to death is
then not always easy”.
		******

Heinz Klinkermann, 73, of
Vice President of Dying with
Dignity Vic, Dr Rodney Syme
(pictured), said that the impact
of Beverley’s story has been
very significant, and indicates
the power of ordinary people
speaking out about their end of
life values, wishes, expectations,
desires, and experiences.
In a very thoughtful article in
the latest DWDVic. newsletter
Dr Syme describes Beverley’s
decision, and contrasts it with
that of other individuals who,
when confronted with their own
mortality or that of a loved one,
may have chosen different path.
Dr Syme reflects: “What these
stories, and Beverley’s, illustrate
is that we are unique individuals,
and that we are all capable of
making different choices at the
end of life. Most people will not
know now what choice they
might or might not make at the
end. They may have a strong
inclination, but until they face the
end, they cannot be sure.

Yandoit Victoria tried to kill himself
and his terminally ill wife after
realising he was no longer able to
care for her at home. Klinkermann
stated that he was honouring a
promise he had made to his wife
when she could still speak that
he would never place her in a
nursing home. Beryl Klinkermann
84, has advanced Parkinson’s
disease and dementia. Mr
Klinkermann gave his wife a
sleeping pill and took several
himself before they laid down
together holding hands and were
poisoned with carbon monoxide.
The couple were unconscious
when discovered by a district
nurse the following morning.
Klinkermann pleaded guilty
to attempted murder (with a
maximum penalty of 25 years)
but Justice Betty King said she
was unable to see any benefit to
Klinkermann or the community
in jailing him and so sentenced
him to an 18-month community
corrections order.
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Australia21 Report

The report of think tank
“Australia21” on assisted dying,
was released on 26 April at
Parliament House, Canberra.
Lead author and convenor of the
roundtable, Emeritus Prof Bob
Douglas AO stated:
“ World views on assisted dying
are changing rapidly. In recent
years a number of jurisdictions
around the world have
decriminalised assisted suicide
and voluntary euthanasia with
generally satisfactory outcomes.
National polls make it clear that
Australians want to have this
possibility available to them as
they approach the end of their
lives.
The issue has been extensively
debated in the past in both state
and federal parliaments, but has
been heavily opposed by a small
but highly influential segment of
the Australian population
Our report presents both sides
of the argument and concludes
in favour of legislative action to
protect doctors and patients alike
who wish to choose assisted
dying. “
The report was based on
recommendations made by a
group of doctors, lawyers, former
politicians, ethicists, palliative
care workers and activists
who were brought together
by Australia 21 to discuss the
pros and cons of legislation on
voluntary euthanasia and assisted
suicide. Some of the attendees
included Rodney Syme (DWDVic)
and Richard Mills (DWDnsw).

To encourage informed
discussion the roundtable
included participants from all
sides of the debate. There was
extensive dialogue at an all-day
meeting in Brisbane between
those who supported the present
situation and those who believed
there was need for legal reform.
The final recommendations of
the report were:
1. State governments should
develop legislation to permit and
regulate voluntary euthanasia
and assisted suicide in defined
circumstances.
2.The Federal Parliament
should restore powers that were
withdrawn from the Territories,
so these Parliaments can do the
same thing
3.Until the above happens,
each Member of Parliament
should consider exercising his
or her right to introduce a private
member’s bill on voluntary
euthanasia and assisted suicide.

The full report can be found
on the Australia 21 website
at www.Australia21.org.au

International
Developments
The World Federation of
Right to Die Societies
(WFRtDS), founded in 1980,now
has 52 society members
(including DWDnsw) and
represents more than
500,000 individuals around the
world. To read newsletters from
around the world go to their
website www.worldrtd.net
In April the WFRtDS added a
new Australian group SAVE-YA,
which stands for Syndicated
Australian Voluntary
Euthanasia Youth Advocates .
They are a national group which
aims to provide an avenue for
young people aged between
18 and 35 years to collectively
express their support for voluntary
euthanasia law reform in all
Australian States and Territories.
email saveyouthadvocates@
hotmail.com; or follow them on
Facebook: ‘Support SAVE-YA!
Young Australians for Voluntary
Euthanasia Law Reform’ ; or
follow them Twitter: http://twitter.
com/SAVEYA_AU.

Voluntary Euthanasia
Quebec - Canada
Party (VEP)

The Federal Voluntary Euthanasia
Party (VEP) now has about 1500
members and is expected to
contest senate seats in several
states in the upcoming federal
election. The candidates are likely
to be announced shortly.
Ranjan Ray, former President of
the Western Australian Voluntary
Euthanasia Society (WAVES),
will be acting as Convenor and
spokesperson of the VEP.
Their website is www.vep.org.au

Véronique Hivon

A very promising development
in Canada has been the tabling
of a bill to legalise aid in dying in
Québec’s National Assembly on
13 June. The introduction of “Bill
52” by Social Services Minister
Véronique Hivon was met with a
standing ovation from members of
all parties.

The Quebec Government
House Leader Stéphane Bédard
underlined the importance of a
non-partisan approach to the
topic of end of life. He said “I
believe we are capable of holding
this debate at this time. Society is
ready for it.”
The legislation, if passed, would
give residents of Quebec the
right to have medical help to
die, providing that they are
mentally competent, suffer from
an incurable serious illness and
from unbearable physical or
psychological pain.
Under the legislation, a doctor
who receives repeated requests
from a patient will administer such
aid personally, and take care of
the patient until their death. A
Commission on End-Of-Life Care
will be established to oversee
and evaluate the application of
medical aid in dying. The Bill is
due to be debated later in the
year, after the summer break.
While Quebec is busy legalizing
euthanasia, the British Columbia
Court of Appeal could decide
by the end of June to force
federal politicians to make
it legal across Canada. The
British Columbia Supreme Court
overturned Canada’s law against
euthananasia last June through
the ruling in Carter versus
Canada. This ruling also gave
Gloria Taylor, living with Lou
Gehrig’s disease, the right to
have a doctor help her kill herself
before any laws changed.
The Canadian Criminal Code
still prohibits assisted suicide.
The model that the Quebec
government has just introduced
is seen by many Canadians
as a good template. Many
Canadians are saying that faced
with Quebec’s move and the
multiplication of Canadian court
cases on the subject of assisted
dying, the Canadian Parliament
should also summon the courage
to face the issue head-on.
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Vermont - USA

ENGLAND

In a historic development,
Vermont has became the fourth
American state to legalise
physician-assisted suicide.
It is the first state to legalise
the assisted dying via state
government legislation.

Two severely disabled men will
go to the Court of Appeal later
this year to try to change laws
governing the right to die.

Vermont follows Oregon and
Washington, where the practice
of physician-assisted suicide was
legalised via public referendums,
and Montana, where legalisation
was achieved via a Supreme
Court ruling.
Under the Vermont law, terminally
ill patients who are given no more
than six months to live can ask
their doctors to prescribe a lethal
dose of drugs to hasten their
death.
Several safeguards have been
built into the law, including a
requirement for two medical
opinions, the option of a
psychiatric examination and a 17day waiting period before a lifeending prescription can be filled.
Barbara Coombs Lee, the
President of Compassion &
Choices said,
“Governor Shumlin and Vermont
legislators have shattered a
barrier by becoming the first
politicians to show the courage
to enact a death-with-dignity law.
Given the high margin of public
support for end-of-life choices
nationwide, it is only a matter
of time before legislatures in
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and
other states that are currently
considering death-with-dignity
bills enact them into law.”
In 2009, Vermont became the
first state to legalise same-sex
marriage. It has since been
approved in 12 US states.
Supporters of voluntary assisted
dying legislation hope that the
passage of this assisted dying
Bill will similarly trigger legislative
reform in other US states.

58-year-old Paul Lamb, was
paralysed from the neck down in
a car accident in 1990, and wants
a doctor to help him to die. He
has had no function in any of his
limbs apart from a little movement
in his right hand. Mr Lamb says
he has been in pain for 23 years
and needs 24-hour care.
The second man, a 48-year-old
known as ‘Martin’, has lockedin syndrome after suffering a
massive stroke in August 2008.
He is unable to speak, virtually
unable to move and describes
his life as “distressing and
intolerable”. He says he wants to
be allowed a dignified suicide.
Last year the High Court turned
down a challenge to the law
of England and Wales by Tony
Nicklinson, saying such decisions
were for Parliament to decide.
Mr Nicklinson, 58, was paralysed
by a stroke since 2005, and also
suffered “locked-in syndrome”.
He died from pneumonia a week
after the disappointing High Court
ruling. Earlier this year, his widow
Jane Nicklinson won permission
to continue his challenge to a
High Court ruling against doctorassisted death.
At its annual conference in
Durham, delegates of a Guild
representing 34,000 women from
750 branches voted to press for
a change in the law governing
voluntary euthanasia.
Princess Anne
(pictured), the
Townwomen’s
Guild’s patron,
said the
organisation had
broken a taboo
by highlighting “the most difficult
and uncomfortable subject which
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very few people take the trouble
to talk about”. She said: “I hope it
will inspire new members”
Sarah Wootton, chief executive
of political campaign Dignity
in Dying, told delegates at the
conference that many doctors
won’t discuss assisted dying with
patients for fear of prosecution.
She said one Briton a fortnight
was travelling to the Dignitas
clinic in Switzerland for help to die
and many people were choosing
assisted deaths early in their
terminal illnesses to avoid the
cost of an air ambulance later.

SCOTLAND

In 2010, the End of Life
Assistance (Scotland) Bill,
introduced by Margo MacDonald
MSP (pictured) was defeated
at Stage 1. In September
2012 Margo secured cross
party support for her Proposed
Assisted Suicide (Scotland) Bill.
This may have been possible
because 48 newly-elected MSPs
entered the chamber following
the 2011 parliamentary election,
giving MacDonald a largely new
audience to work with.
The proposed bill would enable
a competent adult with a terminal
illness or condition to request
assistance to end their own life,
and to decriminalise certain
actions taken by others to provide
such assistance.
The legislation has received
considerable press coverage.
It has raised awareness, and
debate is continuing regarding the
best way forward.

IRELAND
In April this year, 59-year-old
Marie Fleming, who is in the
final stages of multiple sclerosis,
lost her challenge to the ban
on assisted suicide in the
Supreme Court. Ms Fleming
had claimed the absolute ban
on assisted suicide in the
Criminal Law Suicide Act 1993
disproportionately infringed her
personal autonomy rights under
the Constitution and European
Convention on Human Rights,
because as a severely disabled
person, she is unable to take her
own life unaided.
The Supreme Court ruled that
under the Irish Constitution “The
right to life does not import a
right to die”. The Chief Justice
stressed this judgment does
not prevent changes in the law
being undertaken by the State
legislatures.

Voluntary Euthanasia Society of
NZ, is another move to improve
human rights. The Bill proposes
more choices than do laws in
other countries. After extensive
research, the decision was made
to include the provision that
either the person or a doctor,
can administer the required
medication.
Safeguards in the Bill include the
requirement that two physicians
must examine the person to
confirm eligibility, the use of
End-of-Life directives to clearly
set out the person’s wishes,
the insistence on choice for all
involved including medical staff,
and a review body to monitor the
use of the law.

The Bill can be viewed at
www.parliament.nz/en-NZ/PB/
Legislation/Bills.

Book Review

by Carole Sweney, 		
President, VES-NZ.
New Zealand is a small country
with big ideas, leading the world
in many areas of human rights
over the years – women’s right
to vote in 1893, opposition to
apartheid during the Springbok
tour of 1981, the anti-nuclear
stance in 1984, homosexual law
reform in 1986, and passing the
Marriage Equality law in 2013.
The End-of-Life Choice Bill,
written by Hon. Maryan Street,
MP, with members of the

You Can’t Die With Dignity

by Brian Haydon

23 May 2013 (the day of the vote)

You can’t die with dignity, 		
they say
You have to wait and suffer,
every day
No matter how much pain, 		
or terror in your brain
No matter what the strain, 		
on carers, it’s insane
You can’t die with dignity, 		
they say.
You can’t die with dignity, 		
they have voted
You have to wait and suffer, 		
they have noted
No matter how you leak, 		
no solace can you seek
No matter how you reek, 		
or waste away each week
You can’t die with dignity, 		
they have voted
We didn’t vote for a government
To sentence us to hell
No longer do the churches
Have a mandate here as well
I know it’s hard to draw a line,
And stop any abuse
But credit our intelligence
When we run out of juice.

MS sufferer Marie Fleming

NEW ZEALAND

Poem from Supporter

The End: The Human
Experience Of Death
by Bianca Nogrady.
This book explores the human
experience of death from every
angle - the spiritual, the historical,
the physical, the metaphysical;
from the perspective of those
who have witnessed it, those
who face it, and those who have
somehow stepped back from it.
‘This book,’’ Nogrady writes in her
introduction, ‘’could just as easily
have been titled Everything You
Wanted to Know about Death but
Were Afraid to Ask’’.

You can’t die with dignity, 		
it’s decided
You have to hang around 		
and be derided
Who can you trust, when it’s
time to bite the dust?
Doctors make decisions, when in
extreme conditions
But pollies make the law, though
some are rotten to the core
If you’re of able mind, but your
body has resigned
The anguish you must take, 		
like being burned at a stake
They won’t give you a choice;
you’re not allowed a voice
No matter how you cry,
you’re not allowed to die
You can’t die with dignity.....
officially.
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nEW OR RENEWING Membership Form

Dying with Dignity NSW
PO BOX 25 BROADWAY NSW 2007
Ph: 02 9212 4782 Fax: 02 9211 1498

Email: dwd@dwdnsw.org.au

Web: www.dwdnsw.org.au

Patron: Professor Peter Baume AC FRACP FRACGP

New Member OR

Renewing Member

Dr/ Prof/ Mr/ Ms/ Mrs/ Miss/ Other _______

DATE OF BIRTH:

GIVEN NAMES:

SURNAME:

(please tick one )

NAME OF SPOUSE IF YOU WANT A COUPLE MEMBERSHIP:
ADDRESS:
POST CODE:
EMAIL ADDRESS (please print):
Are you happy to receive your newsletter via email only? YES / NO (please circle)
PHONE:

MOBILE:

OCCUPATION/ EXPERIENCE:

I would like to purchase the following membership (please tick whichever is appropriate):

Individual Lifetime Membership $500
Individual Annual Membership $50
Couple Annual Membership $90
Individual Centrelink Pensioner
Annual Membership $25
Couple Centrelink Pensioner
Annual Membership $45
In a d d i t i o n
I would like to pay an extra $10 to
receive a new set of DWDnsw Advance
Care Directive and Appointment of
Enduring Guardianship forms. (NB: New

members receive these forms automatically
without the additional payment)

I would like to make an additional
donation of $_____________

The Total Amount I would
like to pay today is
$ ______________
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____ I may be interested in
including DWDnsw in my Will or
Trust. Please contact me to discuss this
further (please tick).

I enclose a Cheque or Money Order
(payable to DWDnsw)
OR
I will deposit directly into the DWDnsw
Westpac Bank A/c BSB # 032-249 Acc # 160-719

OR
Charge my Mastercard or Visa Card:
Cardholder Name:___________________________
Total payment $ ____________
Card Number:

/_ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ /

CVV _ _ _ (last 3 digits on
back of credit card - required by bank)

Expiry date: _ _ / _ _

Signature: _________________________

This very personal and moving letter, written
by journalist Tracey Spicer about her mother’s
suffering prior to her death, went viral on
social media pages after it first appeared in
the online journal DailyLife.com.au. It was
also published in The Age, Sydney Morning
Herald, Brisbane Times, Illawarra Mercury and
other on-line media. DWDnsw thanks Tracey
Spicer for her permission to reprint it in this
newsletter.
Dear Mum,
I’m so sorry I didn’t kill you.
I came close, believe me.
The pillow was millimetres from your
mouth. But I just couldn’t do it.
How could I take life from the one who gave
it to me? My suckler and snuggler, role
model and mentor, nurturer and nemesis:
yes, you were all of those things.
To your daughters you were an impossible
picture of perfection.
Successful career woman, devoted wife,
loving mother – a feminist before your time.
You laid out your manifesto: “I want you
to be independent women. You don’t have
to have babies. The world is your oyster. Go
out there and show them what you’re made
of! Who says you have to be sugar and spice
and all things nice?”
Brave, bold and beautiful, you always
called a spade a bloody shovel!
Possessed of a wicked wit, you could cut to
the quick. That humour came in handy the
day you were diagnosed. The oncologist
held up an x-ray, dappled with snowflakes
(unusual, on a sunny day in March). “You
can see the cancer here, here, here… and
here,” he said. “It has spread from the
pancreas to the lungs. Any chemotherapy
will be palliative.”
You turned to Dad with a wry smile: “Might
as well go outside for a smoke. No point
giving up now!”
I had to laugh.

At a family meeting that night, you were
chairman of the board.
Speaking simply yet eloquently, you set KPIs
for the coming months. There was to be no
pity, no moping, and no wailing: but there
must be mercy.
A conversation we’d had many times
around the dinner table suddenly had currency. “If I lose control of my faculties then
put me down,” you said, clearly. “They do
it to dogs. Why can’t they do it with us, as
well?” We all agreed.
Voluntary euthanasia had never been up
for debate in our house: it was a given.
The next six months were the worst – and
best – of my life.
We looked at old photos, decorated with
‘70s flares, floppy sunhats and
floral jumpsuits. (Incidentally, why did you sew matching
outfits for Suzie and me? We
weren’t even twins! I should
have taken you to the Hague
for those purple and green
smocks. They were a crime
against humanity.)
You gazed at me lovingly as I stabbed
needles into your stomach, managed
to keep down a modicum of meals, and
patiently painted shadow boxes as precious
keepsakes.
We laughed at the bandannas you made
us to wear to your chemo sessions, at
my dreadful Manuel impressions in the
kitchen, and at the stupid things people
said when they dropped by. “Oh, we know
it’s terminal. But it’s a gift, isn’t it? All this
special time you’ll be having together in
these next few months,” they’d sigh. Well,
if that’s a f---ing gift, I want a refund. It’s
clearly faulty!

			

One day, it all got too much. We could no
longer care for you at home.

			(continued overleaf)
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continued below from page 15
.
We drew up a roster so there was always
someone to hold your hand during those
bright sunny days and dark desperate
nights.

I was weak. A coward. Not my mother's
daughter. I collapsed on the floor,
sobbing.
You must have known: you died hours
later.

				

Your screams of pain were blood
curdling. It was a Tuesday, I think,
when I pinned the oncologist to the
wall. “Is there nothing else you can do
you for my mother’s pain?” I pleaded.
“Can’t you up the morphine to put her
out of her misery?” “If I do that, I’ll lose
my job. I’m sorry,” he answered, kindly.
We asked the nurses. “Please, someone,
anyone, end this godforsaken
suffering.” (Which was a big call for an
atheist: I had been forsaken long before
this.) They, too, were kind, patting us
on the back saying, "There, there. It
won't be much longer now."
It made me wonder – how long is
too long? Is there a mathematical
equation for this? "I've heard three
shrieks, five hollers, and one 'Please,
kill me now', is that enough, nurse?"
So we decided to do it ourselves.
Suzie stood there all night pressing that
bloody red button to flood your body
with morphine. The next day she showed
me the bruise on her thumb.
"I know I could go to jail but I don't
care," she declared. But her bravery was
for naught. You kept breathing. And
writhing. And screaming.
And so, at 3am, I got up from the
recliner chair, lifting the pillow I had
wedged behind my back. I told you I
loved you. And I lowered the pillow over
your face. It hovered there for what
seemed like an eternity.
But in the end, I couldn't do it.
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Finally, you were in peace.
Mum, I hope you forgive me.
Not for the clumsy way I've written this
letter (you were always a masterful
wordsmith) but for not having the
courage to help you when you needed it
most.
If it's any comfort, Dad, Suzie and
I are campaigning for voluntary
euthanasia.
This was my wake-up call.
Let your suffering – and that of so
many others – be a lesson to those shortsighted, selfish, puerile politicians who
refuse to show compassion to their fellow
man. And woman.
How many of them have seen someone
they love die in agony, and live
with feelings of grief, regret, and
helplessness?
Like I do.
Love you Mum.
Your daughter,
Tracey
xxx

